
 

Thoughtful Questions – Book 1 

Prologue 

Vivien’s youth contrasts with Gregory and Karl’s older age.  How do they approach relationships 
differently?  Who is more extreme on the spectrum – Karl, who only loved one woman, or Gregory who 
seems afraid to love anyone?  - - How has our own ability to open our hearts and to make friends 
changed over time as we have grown older?  Does love have to ambush us or throw someone against our 
shins in order to have our surrender? 

Gregory grieves two losses.  - - How do our losses make us more vulnerable?  How might the vulnerability 
help bring about relief from the loss?  What new opportunities can come in through the new cracks? 

A key theme is the passage of time.  - -  Is it possible that, as we age, we seem to dislocate a bit from the 
passage of time so that at times we are left feeling disoriented?  Might this dislocation – this stepping 
out of time – have potential benefits?  Is it conducive to wisdom? 

Gregory and Vivien sit together in silent contentment in a beautiful courtyard.  - - Can we, too, find silent 
contentment?  Do we have to be in a specific place, with specific people?  And if we are with others, do 
we go into that contentment with them, or is it ultimately a solitary experience? 

Gregory and Vivien collide as an act of fate.  - - Who has life tossed into our shins?  Was it fate?  How 
much can we really control? 

Chapter 1 

Vivien has a pessimistic view of life, unlike her friend Nadine.  - - How might having a pessimistic outlook 
help us deal with adversity?  How might it make our lives harder?  Are there connections between 
pessimism and loneliness? pessimism and smarts? pessimism and gender?  

The fabric salesman is pompous and talks at length about himself.  - - What drives us to do that 
sometimes?  What do we really want when we do that?  Adulation? attention? acceptance?  To draw 
attention away from our own flaws? 

As women without a man in the household, how are Vivien and her mother more vulnerable?  - - How 
much better has this gotten today?  What do we personally owe to the goal of making the world safer 
for women? 

Chapter 2 

Gregory, whose day to day existence is only seemingly OK, lives much of his life in his head – and in the 
past.  - - What is the appeal of nostalgia?  In what way can nostalgia be a form of self-harm?  How do we 
feel after we have over-indulged in it?  Reflecting even more deeply, what is below our own surface life – 
the life that is carefully airbrushed before being shared on our professional resumé or in our social media 
posts or in our over-buoyant holiday letters to our extended social circle? 



 

Gregory has a small dead-end job that, one suspects, is far beneath what he could be doing with himself.  
- - How are we also, perhaps, not living up to our full potential?  What prevents us from doing so?  Do we 
face more internal or external types of barriers?  What can we do to overcome them? 

The accident can be interpreted as life redirecting Gregory and Vivien to each other by force.  - - Have 
there been things / people / opportunities that life has redirected us toward, until we eventually figured 
it out?  Or things that we kept trying for until we had to give up?  What is life trying to tell us at these 
times? 

Gregory sees his more rationally-minded friend Wolf as callous.  Might this be because, as a more 
emotionally-minded person, he interprets Wolf’s rationality through the lens of his own bias?  - - Where 
do we fall on the continuum from more emotional to more rational?  How do we view those on the 
opposite end of the spectrum from ourselves?  How do our biases not always serve us well? 

Chapter 3 

Vivien’s interpretation of the conversation with Gregory is entirely different from how he interpreted 
the same conversation.  - - How often do we think that this happens in our own lives, that we see one 
and the same situation differently than the others who were there with us?  Is this one of the inevitable 
shortcomings of life, or might there also be advantages to different interpretations? 

Vivien experiences the blend of embarrassment, discomfort, and fascination that is infatuation.  It is the 
opposite of calm contentment.  By chapter’s end, she does find calm again.  What has to change before 
she can feel it?  - - Do we recognize this uncomfortable feeling?  How did we contribute to it?  How did it 
serve us?  Do we need to be given a sedative in order to “get over” ourselves and to be authentic? 

Vivien is reluctant to speak with others about something embarrassing.  What is the cost to her of 
withholding things from her mother and friend?  - - What kinds of things to we withhold, and why?  
What might be made worse if we shared them?  What could improve? 

Chapter 4 

Gregory is surprised to find that he holds a piece of the past that Vivien has forgotten.  He is 
disappointed to find that she is not ready to believe something that he knows for certain and is so 
excited about.  - - How does it feel when we take interest in something that others do not see, or that we 
suspect they do not believe in? 

Gregory feels guilt over the accident.  He takes even unusual actions to ensure that he makes things 
right again.  - - What have we felt guilty about in our lives?  How does being able to make things right 
help us feel better?  What happens when we cannot make it right?  How can we get rid of the guilt then?   

Chapter 5 



 

What risks does Vivien take by sneaking away to a secret rendezvous alone with a man?  Was this really 
the only way to see Gregory again?  - - What risks have we taken to achieve something we want?  Was it 
wise?  What other paths might we have taken, especially when considered in hindsight? 

Vivien and Gregory are in the phase of their relationship where they are eager for every new fact about 
each other.  Gregory explains it is because he wants know if Vivien is like him.  Are their responses what 
fuels their connection, or does the connection arise from somewhere else?  From where?  - - When have 
we done something similar?  When have we opened up to friendship and wanted to learn about 
someone else in order to make connection?  Must similarities arise in order to facilitate connection, or 
can interesting differences create a similar pull? 

How does Vivien feel when she is caught?  How does her shame fight with her stubbornness?  - - When 
have we stood up for our desires, and when did we not do so and then regretted it? 

Chapter 6 

Gregory establishes his friendship with the Prevettes by bringing forward his best, most polite self.  Who 
is this “best self”?  Is it who he really is?  Is it part of who he is?  Or is it entirely aspirational?  - - When 
do we make use of our “best self’?  Who are we when we do it?  How does it serve us?  How might it not 
serve us?  Might it delay others trying to get to know us? 

Nadine does a potentially unpleasant task on behalf of her friend.  Was it right of Vivien to ask it of her?  
Is it more likely that it will strengthen or weaken their friendship?  - - What have we asked our friends to 
do for us?  How are we dependent on our friends?  Might we sometimes wish that we weren’t? 

Gregory and the Prevettes are clearly not from the same socio-economic rung.  How does he work to 
minimize the differences?  How does he emphasize them and why?  Might he be slightly showing off?  - - 
How do we engage in cross-cultural or cross-socio-economic interactions with others?  How do we 
balance the desire to awe new people with the desire to connect with them? 

Is Gregory’s liquor cabinet a stylish accessory of a young-man-about-town, or might it have a more 
sinister undertone?  He locked it rather than have discussion of it arise with Vivien’s mother.  - - Are 
there things in the lives of those around us that seem on the surface to be nice things but may have a 
more sinister backstory or implication?  In our own lives, have we ever covered up our problems with a 
stylish piece of furniture or a new car or a splurge-like vacation? 

Chapter 7 

How have Gregory’s conscious and unconscious attempts to impress Vivien made her feel?  - - When we 
succeed in impressing others, have we also pushed them away a bit at the same time?  In contrast, how 
do we feel when someone else upstages us, either with their learning or perhaps with their money and 
success? 

Gregory’s smoothness hits a pothole when Vivien’s mother injures her hand, creating both the physical 
and the emotional setup for new intimacy with Vivien.  - - How does embarrassment and fear make us 



 

able to have unvarnished and authentic interactions with others?  Would there ever be intimacy if there 
was never any discomfort? 

Vivien is not certain, now that Gregory is in the room with her, whether she wants him to touch her or 
not.  Does this reveal her fear and her innocence, or does it show that she is being dishonest with 
herself – or both?  - - What are the things we both want and do not want, or are happy to fantasize 
about but would not think seriously of doing?  What does this kind of hypocrisy tell us about our own 
nature? 

Vivien inevitably becomes determined to know Gregory’s secrets.  Nadine agrees to help her do so.  - - 
Have we ever set out to discover a secret only to then find something we wished we hadn’t found?  What 
role does curiosity play in our life decisions?  What risks has curiosity encouraged us to take? 

Vivien falls asleep imagining Gregory, this handsome older man, to be her guardian angel.  - - What 
about this juvenile fantasy might still appeal to us when we are older?  Which of our longings do we 
never outgrow?  How do they change as we age? 

Chapter 8 

Gregory greets the new, unexpected love in his heart with great joy.  - - How does new love fill our lives 
with a greater energy and hope?  Is it all real?  Is some of it just a temporary high?  How much of what 
we are seeking in love is this brilliant sparkle? 

Revealing his secrets to Vivien is what Gregory both desperately wants and equally desperately does not 
want to do.  - - What similar conflicted pulls and longings do we recall experiencing?  What inner impact 
does this seesaw of back-and-forth have on us? 

Wolf points out that Gregory knows he will not be able to deliver on the false hopes that he is 
engendering in Vivien.  Is this wrong of Gregory?  Why is he doing it?  - - Are there times when we have 
been satisfied to leave others in a state of misunderstanding because it has benefited us?  When we do 
this, is it not already clear that one day the charade will have to end? 

Are Vivien’s fears of death perhaps also tied to her own father’s disappearance from her life?  Whose 
death does she really fear – is it Gregory’s, or is it more truly her mother’s?  - - How does fear of death 
serve us as a species?  How does it hold us back?  What is behind our fear, and how do we want to be 
consoled? 

Chapter 9 

Despite a lot of chemistry, Vivien feels that there is not an “effortless friendship” between her and 
Gregory.  Does such a thing as an effortless friendship exist?  - - What is the most unexpected and least 
compatible friendship that we have?  What has it brought into our lives and how has it been enriching?  
Has the outcome been worth the effort? 



 

Horseback riding brings a physicality to Vivien and Gregory’s relationship, and for her it brings new 
emotions and sensations.  - - Do we recall what that moment was like in our own adolescence, when we 
discovered that there were suddenly more experiences that we longed to have beyond just the ones that 
we were aware of as children?  As we grow older, could there be new desires for expansion of experience 
in other ways? 

Taking Vivien out to see the footprint of Tant le Desiree feels very revealing and vulnerable to Gregory, 
although she does now understand exactly what she is looking at.  - - When have we unveiled some part 
of ourselves to someone else, only for them to not understand us?  What are we looking for when we 
become willing to share a piece of our private suffering or our past grief with another? 

Chapter 10 

Gregory suffers over the fact that Vivien finds his hands cold.  - - What have others said to us that we 
have taken personally?  Was it because of our perfectionist streaks that we then suffered, or perhaps 
because we imagined to their small remark to be the beginning of a greater rejection of us?  What are 
our own foolish hangups and confidence eroders, be it our looks or our background or something else 
about ourselves?  How can we weaken their power over us? 

Wolf’s game of Tarock cleverly establishes a ritual for social bonding in the absence of a meal or drinks.  
- - What are ways that we could create social cohesion absent any food or drink? absent any electronic 
devices? absent spending any money?  How is the ability to create social cohesion a kind of talent or gift?  
Is it a gift that we have? 

Gregory has not received from or made Christmas gifts for anyone in a very long time.  How does it 
touch him emotionally, to be included in someone else’s holidays?  - - Do we see the holidays as a time 
of stress, travel, and chaos, or as a precious chance to connect emotionally with others?  If we were 
celebrating our first Christmas / family event / birthday after years of not doing so, how might we view 
things differently? 

How is Gregory and Vivien’s silent contentment the same as it was when Vivien was six?  How is it now 
different?  - - If we admitted to ourselves that this is part of what we crave, how would we change the 
way that we spend our time with those closest to us?  What can help to create these moments of quiet 
oasis?  What might disrupt them? 

Chapter 11 

Nadine’s more everyday first date with Frank is meant to contrast with Vivien and Gregory’s 
relationship.  Which of the two girls is luckier?  Are you sure?  - - How did we meet the persons who have 
been important in our lives?  What makes a relationship magical?  Is a horseback ride with Prince 
Charming part of our romantic expectations?  Why?  Can meeting a young electrician in a hallway also 
result in something magical? 

Is Vivien’s hypothesis correct:  it is possible to “read oneself into” Gregory?  Are his literary choices 
designed to embellish his own persona with Vivien?  Is it conscious or subconscious of him?  - - Who are 



 

our heroes, and what does it say about who we wish we were – or who we want the world to believe us 
to be? 

The contrast between Vivien with Gregory and Vivien with her young friends is a stark one.  What will 
she have to give up in order to be with Gregory?  Is it worth it?  - - In our own relationships, what have 
we had to give up in order to invest in the relationship?  How are our relationships with people who are 
older or younger than us different than our relationship with our similarly-aged peers? 

Vivien’s discovery of Gregory’s empty cupboards, and Vivien’s discovery of physical desire will shift the 
nature of her relationship with Gregory.  - - When have there been moments in our lives when a 
relationship has pivoted, from platonic to also physical, from acquaintance to deeper friendship, from 
loyal trust to mistrust?  What have we learned from these moments? 

Chapter 12 – Part I 

It is obvious that Vivien has been drinking to excess, but how much has Gregory had?  Isn’t it a bit 
hypocritical of him to point out her inebriation but leave out his own tendency to (over-)indulge?  Is he 
biased because she is so much younger?  Because she is a woman?  Because he loves her?  - - Are we 
less tolerant in others of the same flaws that we have in ourselves?  How can care and judgement blend 
in our relationship with others, particularly those younger than ourselves? 

The conflicted desire that Gregory feels is an extreme escalation of what Vivien has felt up to this point.  
It holds the potential to destabilize their entire relationship.  Is there truth to what Gregory thinks, that 
moral decisions might be the only decisions truly left to us?  - - When have we experienced temptation, 
and why did we succumb or not succumb?  Was it entirely on our own strength if we held firm?  Was it 
entirely due to our own failing if we yielded?  How do we live in a temptation-filled world without entirely 
losing our moral compass?  How does selfless love help to keep us on the right path? 

Gregory likely started out the day feeling quite idealistic, but by end of the evening he finds himself 
unexpectedly in a lewd and degrading scene with Wolf and with Vivien.  - - Do we ever find ourselves in 
morally dubious circumstances that we did not see coming?  How do we react?  Do we agree with 
Gregory perhaps that our moral responses may be the only true choices we have in this life? 

Gregory has been walking the line between paternalistic family friend and lover.  With a courtship 
between himself and Vivien that Wolf has already said can only lead to disappointment, how will the 
conflict between these different ideals be resolved?  - - When we are honest with ourselves, don’t we 
want a lover who is all ideals to us, who is all things, no matter how conflicting the ingredients may be?  
No one can be all things at the same time, but yet we wish that it could be so.  What makes us so 
voracious for all forms of affection from another being, and what in romantic idealism draws us to 
expect it all from one other individual?  With such notions, what else is possible besides disappointment?  
How do we grow wiser hearts? 

 

 


